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I. Introcliiclion
I oibiish decreases arc characteri/ed by a rapid rediicUon (within 
a lew hours) in cosmic ray intensity followed by a slow recovery 
iNpieally lasting several days. Since its discovery, F'orbush 
dcLieasc in cosmic ray intensity has been studied by many 
u^’scaichers |1-13|. In several studies of Forbush decreases, 
ailLMnpls have been made to correlate the solar tlarc-associated 
inierplanciary disturbances and Forbush decreases. These are 
L’ciicrally thought to be produced by solar flarc-associated 
interplanetary disturbances. In particular. Hares accompanied 
hy type-11 and type-lV radio bursts are good candidates that 
pmclucc them [2,3). However, characteristics of interplanetary 
disturbances responsible for such decreases are not fully 
bfiderstood yet and it is desirable to isolate speedic factor!s) 
mainly responsible for this phenomenon 113,141.
fhe role of solar eruptions and the underlying physics of 
 ^»'smic ray moduliition remain as interesting as ever; one reason 
Iving their direct or indirect role for long-term (~11-year) 
' l^odulation of cosmic rays. They have become more intere.sting
 ^ ‘H r c s p u n i l i i i g  A u t h o r
because of the varying evidences that (i) individual solar 
eruptions can give rise to majoi cosmic ray modulation events 
that span the heliosphere 1151, (ii) major modulation events result 
from multiple solar eruptions more or less evenly distributed in 
ecliptic longitude to span the heliosphere 1I6 |, (iii) the most 
powerful eruptions in each range of longitudes sweep up slower 
preceding transients and coroiatmg streams to form merged 
interaction regions (MIR) ol limited longitudinal extent; these 
MIRs themselves overlap with each other at their edges and 
combine to produce a global merged interaction region (GMIR) 
that encircles the Sun to produce the observed widespread 
modulation 117| and (iv) that the large-scale structure of the 
heliosphere, specially the time evolution of heliospheric current 
sheet and, con.sequently, the gradient and curvature drifts are 
important element of cosmic ray modulation; drift effects are 
dependent tin the polarity of the solar magnetic field [ 18,191.
A number of workers have studied the role of drifts on long­
term modulation ([20-221 and references therein); many of them 
emphasized the role of gradient and curvature drifts. On the 
other hand, very few workers [23-23] have studied the role of 
drifts in the phenomena of Forbush decreases and experimental
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evidences are inconclusive as regards the role of drifts during 
this phenomenon. In the present work, we have discussed our 
results in the light of simulations of Forbush decreases including 
drift effects
The operation of various proposed mechanisms during 
Forbush decreases such as convection, diffusion, dynamic- 
sweeping ol‘cosmic ray particles out of the inner heliosphere by 
moving compression wave, adiabatic cooling of the particles, 
dritt ol particles due to gradient in and curvature of magnetic 
field, involves directly or indirectly at least one of the two 
parameters solar wind velocity and magnetic field strength. 
Theiclore, in this paper, we have also considered the 
enhancement in these parameters to study the differences m 
modulating efficiency of flares with southward/northwaid 
directed magnetic field and tho.se associated/noi-associated with 
type-IV radio buisls.
It has been reported earlier that there is no appreciable east- 
west asymmetry in the flare occurrence and a positive north- 
south asymmetry in its occunence during the periods ciHisidered 
for this analysis [26, 271 As we have considered solar flares 
with different properties occurring at different latitudes and 
longitudes on the solar disk, we have further studied the possible 
cast west, center-limb and north-south asymmetries in the 
effectiveness of the flares m reducing cosmic ray intensity on 
the earth. All these results taken together, may also enable us to 
define a possible scenario, which produces appreciable effects 
in cosmic rays.
2. A nulysis
We have utilized characteristic properties of solar flares observed 
m southward/northward directed fields at flare-sites during 
periods 1967-70 |28| and 1978 79 129]. Thc.se periods of study 
cover two solar maximum conditions and two dilfercnt 
conditions of solar polar magnetic fields (the field has reversed 
completely in 1971) We have studied the relative effect of flares 
with .southward/northward magnetic fields and tho.se associated/ 
not-associated with type-IV radio bursts on the transient 
intensity decreases, using the method of superposed epoch 
analysis as well as on individual basis. Fruption dates ofthc.se 
flares have been taken as key (epoch) days for the superpo.sed 
epoch analysis Interplanetary plasma and field parameters (V 
and B) after flare eruptions and locations of flares on the solar 
disk have been considered for detailed analysis.
3. R esu lts  a n d  d iscu ss io n
Fngure 1 shows the results of superposed epoch analysis of 
daily mean cosmic ray intensity data recorded at Deep River 
neutron monitor, with respect to solar flares (observed during 
1967-70 and 1978-79, whose flare-site magnetic fields could be 
determined. In this figure, superposed epoch profiles of cosmic- 
ray intensity with key days corresponding to flares having (i) 
southward directed fields and (ii) northward directed fields have 
been plotted. It is evident from this figure that flares having
southward directed fields at flare sites are much more efieciivc 
in producing Forbush decreases than flares with norihwurd 
directed fields
DAY
Figure 1. .Superposed epoch plots ol neution nioniloi data lecijnliLl ji 
Deep Rivei with lespeci lo key (lays (zeio tioui) corresponding snLi, 
flaies haviri|^» southwardynoithward direcied ticlds al flaie-siies \
Flares associated with typc-1 V radio bursts have been shtiwn 
lo be good agent that will produce transient variations in cosniii 
rays |2,30j. In Figure 2, wc have divided our .sample of soiithwaid 
flares into two groups, namely, those accompanied with tv[)c-I\ 
bursts and those not accompanied by them. Tho.se associated 
with type-lV bursts arc more effective m reducing cosmic ui\ 
intensity than Mares without type-lV association; this 
substantiates the results of lucci c t  a l  |2 |.
Figure 2. Superposed epoch analysis results of neutron moniloi dat:i 
Zeio epochs correspond lo soulhward-direcled llaies. wilh lypc IV 
biirsl (.solid circle.s) and without type IV radio burst (open circles)
In addition to studies based on superposed epoch analysis, 
we have also seen the effects of southward/northward flares 
and those associaied/not-associated with type-lV radio hursts 
on transient modulation of cosmic ray intensity on the basis ol 
individual events. Interplanetary parameters, solar wind velocity 
and IMF strengths, during these events have also been 
considered. About 75% of flares that look place in southward 
directed fields and accompanied by type-IV bursts are ableiu 
produce appreciable decrease in cosmic ray intensity. Moreovu.
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Hares lesponsible for Forbush-type decreases are also 
uLompanjed by large increase in IMF strength and solar wind 
speed Further, flares with southward-directed fields are 
,,smk lated with more enhanced field strength and solar wind 
speed as compared to northward flares (Table I ). There exists a 
positive correlation between the intensification of magnetic 
mihiilence and enhancement in its magnitude when field 
(.„hanecment is associated with interplanetary shocks 131,32],
l i ih lf  I- f ' o r b u s h  d e c r e a s e s ,  s u l u i  w i n d  v e l o c i t y  a n d  i n i c r p l a i i c l a i y  f i e l d  
HiihdiKLrnrnt d u e  to  s o l a r  f l a r e s  o f  d i f f e r e n t  f i e l d  d i r e c t i o n  a t  f l a i e  s i t e s  
HsStKi.iud w i t h  t y p e - I V  r a d i o  b u r s t s
ilKI Lliieelioii  T v p e - I V  N o  o f  R m a x  V n i a x  N o  o l  f d
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time IS much clOvSer in two polarity states. However, the 
experimental evidences regarding change in recovery time with 
the reversal of the field remain inconclusive. For example, 
Lockwood e t a l  [23J observed no significant change in the 
recovery time with the reversal of the field. But, apparently in 
contrast with conclusions of Lockwood e t  a L  123], two other 
studies 124, 251 observed that recovery lime is less during the 
condition of solar polarity existing in 1978-79 as compared during 
opposite polanly condition 1967-70) The apparent
dilfcrenccol the recovery rate between 1967-70 and 1978-79 can 
be seen both in Figure 3(A) and (B). This is consistent with the 
results ot Rana c l a l [251. It is also in qualitative agreement with 
the model calculations ot Lc Roux and Porgieter [34, 35) and 
KaclokLira and Nishida [331.
Another solar phenomena of considerable iniere.st in cosmic 
u\ icscarch is the general magnetic field of ihe sun, which 
icvciscs polarity near every sunspot maximum, going through a 
lompleie cycle of 22-years, 'rwo-dimcnsional models of Forbush 
il^ 'ULMses using drift effects predict larger decrease amplitude 
in post-197) epoch lhan in prc-1971 epoch [33| Solar polar field 
u vLTsed completely m 1971. As our Hare data covers two polarity 
umililionsol .solar polar magnetic field (1967-70 and 1978-79), 
\^L* luve looked for any difference in decrease amplitude as a 
kmjIi ol solar polar field reversal. Figure 3 shows the effect of 
I lilies with northward and southward directed fields at flare sites 
billing (he period 1967-70 and 1978-79 It is seen from this figure 
iliiii th e  dccrea.se in intensily due to southward flares during 
l^ K)7-70 IS almost same as due to flares during 1978-79 Similarly, 
the decrease amplitudes due to northward flares of 1967-70 and 
1*^ 7^8 71) are also equal These results show that the solar polar 
hokl reversal of 197 I has had no marked effect on the amplitude 
"I forbush decreases.
fe Roux and Polgieter [34, 35] simulated Forbush decreases 
assuming that turbulent field regions of enhanced scattering 
‘^tuse them, and drift effects are diminished in regions that 
Inmate at the Sun and propagates onward. This model predicts 
‘^liTiusi same amplitude of decrease in both the polarity conditions 
^olar polar magnetic fields. Regarding recovery time, two- 
l^iiTicnsional models of Forbush decreases [33-351, which include 
•I't: dtects of large-scale gradient and curvature drifts, predict 
'^6ch larger (-2.5 times) recovery time in 1967-70 polarity 
'^ ^^ nduion of solar polar magnetic field than in 1978-79 polarity 
‘^^ ndition. However, when simulation was done by scaling down 
drill effects by a factor of 3, though present, the recovery
F i g u r e  3.  S u p c i p n s u i l  e p o c h  r e s u l i s  o l  c o s m i c  r a y  i n t e n s i t y  L p o c h  d a y s  
c o r r e s p o n d  to  ( A )  H a r e s  o b s e i v c d  m  s o i i l h w a i d  d i r e c t e d  m a g n e t i c  f i e l d  a t  
H a r e  s i t e s  d i n i n g  1 6 6 7 - 7 0  a m i  1 6 7 8  7 6 ,  a n d  ( H )  f l a i c s  t a k i n g  p l a c e  in  
n o r l h w a r d - d i i c c t e d  l i c l d s  d u r i n g  16 0 7 - 7 0  a n d  1 6 7 8 - 7 6
For 1967 70, the northern hemisphere interplanetary 
magnetic field (IMF) is pointed towards the Sun and foi 1978- 
79, the northern hemisphere IMF is pointed away from the Sun. 
In the later periods, cosmic rays drift towards the earth from 
over the solar poles, and under such circumstances, the cavity 
left behind by the propagating disturbance in the equatorial 
region, will be filled at a faster rate. This recovery lime will be 
more when solar polarity levcrses. Under such condition, 
particles drift towards earth from the equatorial region and 
drilling particles will primarily encounter the disturbance head 
on, and it leads to slower recovery as filling process is retarded 
in this situation. This is the consequence of drift-dominated 
models.
rhe results obiamcd by us can be explained by suggesting 
the primary role for enhanced magnetic turbulence as observed 
in the sheath region (between shock front and ejected plasma
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cloud) leading lo enhanced scattering and smaller diffusion 
coefficient at and behind shock Ironl, resulting in the rapid 
development of mam phase of Forbush decrease and diflusive 
propagation I mm around the shock during the recovery phase. 
However, it docs mn exclude the addilional role of drills, at least 
during the recovery phase of decrease.
Solai parameters sunspots, solar flares) and
inierplaneijry parameters (c solar wind velocity and IMF) aie 
considered to represent, directly or indirectly, the conditions 
pi evading in the interplanetary medium These parameters have 
been used to correlate with cosmic ray intensity in order lo 
study the long-term ( - 1 1 -year and 22 year) and short-term 
variations (solai Haie increases and F'orbush decreases). 
Sunspots themselves have no cflcct on the earth, but their 
magnetic field twist and stretch until some instability releases 
pent up energy and causes a flare It has been proposed that 
the piston diiven shock is more likely to be formed when the 
flare sitc magnetic field will be parallel lo the global magnetic 
field of the Sun 136) Shocks m the interplanetary space are an 
important element lor the worldwide Forbush decreases of 
cosmic rays Thcrdorc, it also seems desirable that individual 
Hares, taking place m active regions of different magneiic polarity, 
and the asstviatcd distinct properties are utilized to study the 
energetics of these flares and their subsequent effects in 
interplanetary space and their relative importance in producing 
transient decreases in cosmic rays
Figure 4 shows the maximum IMF magnitude following solai 
Males and associated decrease in cosmic ray intensity The 
decrease in cosmic ray intensity due lo Hares which took place 
m the regions where large-scale magnetic field was directed 
northward and southward are marked by crosses and solid 
circles, respectively for the pertod 1967-70, and by open and 
filled triangles, respectively for the t^eriod 1978-79 These values 
due to flares associated with type-lV radio bursts (of duration 
>10 minutes) are encircled. We sec from this figure (also sec 
Table 1) that (i) Fdares with southward-directed fields arc
V 12 0
$(n0)
I  8
or
c.:)
c
(0
c
4> S •A HI 8
O L.. . .
U 10 20
B(V)
3 0
associated with enhanced IMF intensity as compared to 
northward-directed flares. Moreover, most of the flares following 
which the IMF magnitude increases to >15 Gamma are associated 
with type-IV radio bursts, (ii) Transient decrease (amplitude > 
2V7) are rarely found to be associated with flares which took 
place in northward directed fields and/or not associated wnh 
lype-lV radio burst; (iii) The decrease amplitude in cosmic ra> 
intensity produced by flares which took place in southward 
directed magnetic field is higher compared to the deciease 
amplitude due to flares which took place m northward directed 
magnetic field. Almost all the decreases of large amplitude (> 
4Vf) are produced by flares associated w'lth type-T V radio bursts,
(iv) Though there is scatter in data points, m general, highei 
amplitude decrease is associated with flares following by larger 
IMF magnitude.
In Figure 5, we have shown the cosmic ray decrease amplitude 
and corresponding maximum solar wind velocities following 
flares which took place in northward/soulhward directed 
magnetic fields The symbols used in this figure are same ;\s in 
Figure 4. From this figure, we observe that the majority ofVhc 
flares whose large-scale magnetic lield were directed southw i^rd 
(and specially those also associated with lype-lV radio bursts) 
produce larger increase in velocity than those whose large-scale 
magnetic field was directed norihw'ard. Furthei, the decrease 
amplitude is, in general, higher for higher velocities of the solai 
wind, which is more frequently observed following southward 
flares associated with type-1 V radio bursts.
F i g u r e  4 .  I n i c r p l a n c t a r y  i r u i g n c l u .  h e l d  s l r c n g l l i  a n d  c o s m i c  r a y  i n l e n s i l y  
d e c r e a s e  d u e  to  s o l a r  H a r e s  ( w i t h  d i f r e i c r i l  o r i e n t a t i o n  a n d  a s s u c i u t c d / n ^ i  
a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  l y p c - l V  r a d i o  b u r s t s ) .
F i g u r e  5 .  L U fe c l  o f  s o l a r  f l a r e s  o n  m c i e a s e  in  .so lai  w i n d  v c l o c i i y  .md 
d e c r e a s e  in  c o s m i c  r a y  i n l e n s i l y
In Figure 6 , heliographic latitude of flares and consequeni 
decrease in cosmic ray intensity is shown. No appreciable 
dependence of the decrease amplitude upon flare latitude is 
seen. However, the number ol decreases associated wiili 
northern flares and majority of Forbush decreases with 
decrease amplitude (>4%) are also associated with these flares 
These differences may be due to the fact that north-south 
asymmetry in solar activity is positive during the periods 
considered for this analysis and the north-south asymmetry
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increases with the area and importance of flares, [37J, as well as 
(lu ll energy output [38].
l i n i n '  6.  L a l i t u d i n . i l  p o s i t i o n  o f  s o l a r  H a r e s  a n d  I h c i r  e f f c e i i v e n e s s  in  
ridikin*^ t o s m i c  r a y  i i U t 'n s i t y
In  Kijiure 7 ,  the longitudinal position of flares producing 
iL in s ic n l decreases in cosmic ray iiitensity is shown, 'fhough 
I! ' l^ear dependence of the decrease amplitude on solar flare 
Inriiiilude can be inferred (probably due to smaller number of 
. ,ises) Irom this figure, it is seen that some Forbush decreases 
I't largci decrease ampliUide arc associated with solar flares 
iLainiii^^ in the center-east region of the solar disk. All of them 
.lie associated with lype-TV bursts, in agreement with the results 
'I kcls [2, 39] 'fhis result is consisteni with the findings that 
Inihush decicases with large decrease amplitude will be 
olw ci \ e d  when the shocks followed by ejecta are encountered
l i|»uri* 7.  L o n g i t u d i n a l  p o s i t i o n  o f  s o l a r  H a r e s  a n d  t h e i r  e f f e c t i v e n e s s  m  
induc ing  e o s m i c  r a y  i n t e n s i t y .
Most dramatic interplanetary disturbances arc often 
‘^ t^K’iatcd with big‘solar flares. Interplanetary shock waves 
Jiivcri by solar flare ejecta an ive at earth one to four days after 
‘^ nset of flare at the solar disk. This kind of flare plasma 
 ^ usually carries with it a magnetic field with an orientation 
ihc flare site. It often happens that the passage of the shock
front is lollowed some hours 3 ) later by tangential
discontinuity that separates the hot, shocked and turbulent 
ambient plasma from the plasma ejecta that act like a piston. The 
formation of piston driven shocks and energy of type-IV radio 
bursts depends on the flare site magnetic field 136J. The type-IV 
burst signilics the ejection of an energetic plasma cloud by the 
flares. This plasma cloud proceeded by a turbulent plasma sheath 
and shock tront is expected to produce transient decrease in 
cosmic ray intensity. It has been shown that the shocks observed 
to be lollowed by ejected plasma cloud are more frequently 
associated with Porbush decreases than those not associated 
with such ejecta |40). Underlying reason for this difference in 
cosmic ray efiects of interplanetary shocks is that the former is 
acc(^m[ntnied by (magnetically) more turbulent sheath than the 
latter 16|
From the above discussed results, we could make a possible 
scenario lor producing Forbush decreases with solar flares 
Fnergetic coronal mass ejections (CMKs) are associated with 
solar flares and type IV emission is known to be associated with 
mass ejections Typc-lV radio burst signifies the election of a 
pla.sma cloud that is energetic enough to drive an interplanetary 
shock and turbulent sheath of ambient plasma. The ejected 
plasma cloud usually carries with it magnetic field with an 
orientation determined by direction of magnetic field at flare 
site. If large-scale field at flare site is directed southward, the 
flare will produce greater solar wind disturbance. Most of the 
flares with southward-directed fields arc associated with SSC 
(geomagnetic signature of interplanetary shocks) and with more 
enhanced interplanetary magnetic field suggesting that the field 
in shocked plasma (sheath) is mi>re turbulent. Hence, larger 
intensity reduction can be expected for southward-directed 
fields due to enhanced particle scattering. However, particle 
drifts play a role during recovery to pre-decrease level.
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